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Mazda uses cookies in order to provide the best possible experience to users of this site. By
continuing to use mazda. One of the most important factors in mitigating driver fatigue and
increasing safety during night driving is providing a well-illuminated field of view. The Adaptive
Front-lighting System AFS optimizes distribution of light from the headlights according to
driving circumstances. Depending on vehicle speed and steering input, the system points the
low-beams headlights in the direction the driver intends to travel. In combination with discharge
headlights, the system illuminates a greater distance and more brightly compared to halogen
headlights, improving the driver's field of vision and visibility around curves and at
intersections during night driving. Mated with the auto-leveling function, the system offers a
stable distribution of light unaffected by the vehicle's position. Maintaining the illumination axis,
the system helps to prevent drivers of oncoming vehicles from getting blinded when many
people or a lot of luggage weighs down the back of the car, or when the vehicle position
changes going over a bump or driving up a slope. However the system has its limitations, and
no safety system or combination of such systems can prevent all accidents. These systems are
not a replacement for safe and attentive driving. Please drive carefully at all times and do not
rely on technology to prevent an accident. Not all of these systems are available on all models
or in all markets, so please contact your local Mazda dealer for details on availability. Please
refer to your owners' manual for additional important system details, limitations and warnings.
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to watch a video that shows how the AFS works. Headlight Size. Are you seeking to improve the
visibility of your Mazda 3? This is both good news and bad. In essence, it means you can get
light bulbs without straining too much. Also, you may not spend too much due to the impact of
the forces of demand and supply. Lots of products in the market are imitations. If you are like
most of us, you may have also noticed that most lights on the market are too big to install.
Buying the wrong headlight bulb size can mean the difference between your failure and your
success. Other bulbs have no hotspot in the beam pattern. As you know, a vehicle without
these lights is not safe. Many others hardly work with the essential electrical system. And this
can have the same negative impact on the security and performance of your vehicles.
Remember, no one tests most aftermarket headlights and many other products for long-term
reliability. The ability to make the right decision based on the right pieces of information is
important. You need these critical pieces of information. Know the risks for example. At the
same time learn how to find the perfect products. Here, we help you to understand some of the
most critical factors that you need to consider before making that crucial decision on the bulb

types you should go for and how you can install them. Improve the value of your Mazda 3 with
Xenon headlight kit or HID headlight kit and put some custom tail lights on its back. Save time,
improve your fog light, Halogen lamps, or LED lamps with the most reputable auto suppliers.
How do you do that? This means you can apply the same procedure above irrespective of the
side on which the fault has occurred. Headlights are automotive jewelry. Correct fitment
coupled with the right choice of technology will turn your vehicle into a shining gem. Terms and
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Priority Shipping. Made by Japanese car manufacturer, the Mazda 3, or Mazda3 was introduced
in Almost all modern cars have on-board computers, which by use of sensors detect if a fault
has occurred with the vehicle. These lights display on the dashboard and range from a light
indicating a service is running, through to a serious problem. Red, or red flashing lights in

particular should not be ignored. Some warning lights may indicate a risk to driver and
passenger safety, or potential vehicle damage. Detailed below are the Mazda 3 dashboard
warning lights, along with each symbol meaning and recommended action to take. Check under
the bonnet in the brake fluid reservoir and top up with fluid if required. This is illustrated by the
illumination of both the brake system light red and the ABS light amber. What to do : Do not
attempt to drive if both the brake light and ABS light up simultaneously. If it comes on while
driving, it indicates a malfunction with the charging system of generator. Engine may cut-out at
any time. What to do : If the light comes on while driving, immediately turn off any unnecessary
electrical equipment such as the heater or air conditioning for example. This may prolong the
use of the vehicle for enough time to find somewhere safe to stop. High engine oil pressure is
required to enable oil to circulate the engine. The light will come on at startup and shortly go
out as normal. If the light comes on during driving, immediate action is required. What to do :
Stop and turn off the engine as soon as safely possible. Do not restart engine as engine
components are highly likely to be damaged. Arrange for vehicle to be recovered. Warning Light
Name : Coolant Temperature Urgency : Critical Description : The red thermometer symbol
comes on at start-up and goes out shortly as normal. If it comes on when driving, it indicates
that the engine coolant temperature is too high. Immediate action is required if this light comes
on else engine components may be damaged. Other symptoms include a loss of power,
knocking or pinging noise. What to do : The Mazda3 coolant warning may either flash or stay on
constantly:. ABS prevents wheel lock and under most conditions, prevents skidding and aids in
steering whilst under heavy braking. What to do : Your normal brakes will remain unaffected if
the ABS light comes on. However, the safety features associated with ABS will remain
deactivated. Have vehicle checked. Often the fault is due to ABS wheel speed sensors. Warning
Light Name : Steering Urgency : Low Description : The steering wheel and exclamation mark
light up on the Mazda 3 dashboard in amber indicating a fault with the electronic power
steering. Whilst operation of the steering wheel will remain unaffected, turning the wheel will
feel heavy. What to do : The system may have activated protection mode which results in
jerking the wheel left a right when moving slowly or stationary. If this happens, park the vehicle
and wait several minutes for the system to reactivate. This fault can occasionally be due to an
overheated power steering motor temporary fault or the steering angle sensor. There are
various faults associated with this symbol. What to do : Carry out the following depending on
your version of the Mazda This light comes on the Mazda 3 dashboard in amber indicating:.
What to do : If symbol flashes, avoid driving at high speeds. Risk to catalytic converter damage.
Seek help from qualified engineer. When the check engine light comes on, a fault code is stored
in the ECU. Diagnostic equipment is required to read the fault codes. The i-stop light flashing
also indicates a malfunction. What to do : See Mazda i-stop not working for possible reasons.
What to do : Continued driving may cause damage to the transaxle. The amber symbol may
come on when the system is active it looks like a car skidding. Have vehicle checked as soon as
possible. This system relies on ABS wheel speed sensors and due to these sensors location,
they often need replacing. Warning Light Name : Air Bag Urgency : High Description : This red
symbol represents vehicle safety systems for the air bag and seat belt pretensioners. Seat belt
pretensioner system tightens the seat belt in the event of a collision. Under normal operation,
this red symbol should come on with ignition and shortly go out. Check cabling under front
seats. There is a fault with the system if the symbol flashes for around 1 minute when the
ignition is switched to ON. What to do : If the amber light illuminates stable, not flashing , slow
down and avoid sudden or sharp steering movements. Check tyre pressures as soon as
possible. Warning Light Name : Key Urgency : Medium Description : If the key warning light
illuminates in red or the push button start flashes in amber, the engine may not start. Try
starting using the emergency start procedure. What to do : Ensure you have the key in the
vehicle, depress the clutch if manual or brake pedal automatic then press and hold the engine
start button until the engine starts. Warning Light Name : Security Urgency : Medium
Description : If the engine fails to start using the correct key and the security light illuminates or
flashes, try to the following. Switch off the ignition and attempt to restart. Try this 3 times. If the
engine fails to start, have vehicle checked. The system uses cameras that are mounted inside
the windscreen. What to do : Ensure the windscreen is clear from dirt or condensation to enable
the Forward Sensing Camera to work correctly. What to do : This may be due to the radar being
obscured by dirt. Clean the area around the radar on the front grille. Or the light does not come
on when the ignition is switched to ON. What to do : This fault may occur if tyres are used that
are not of the same specified size, manufacturer and tread pattern. Tyre that have significantly
different wear may also trigger a fault. Either system may not operate if the emergency spare
wheel is in use. What to do : Have the system checked. What to do : This could be due to dirt
obstructing the camera and radar systems. Clean windscreen camera and clean radar front

emblem. What to do : Reduce speed. There are:. I am looking to find out what is the problem.
What is wrong when the red key warning light appears randomly and car wont start. How do I
resolve this. The explanation given does not solve the problem. Hello, I am wondering what the
fault is when the traction control, hand break and ABS lights stay on at the same time? No
obvious changes about the car. Need some help please. My engine management light, Traction
Control light and an exclamation mark light all yellow came on my Mazda 3 1. The car
immediately went into limp mode and under acceleration would cause a lot of vibration from the
engine causing the entire car to shake. Any ideas of what it could be? Thank you. Hi Sean, The
traction control light comes on due to the engine management light coming on. The engine
management problem needs sorting then the traction control light will go out. Sounds perhaps
like an engine misfire due to the vibration. Blocked fuel injector perhaps, but you need fault
codes reading. What does an amber key light on mean? Thank you for your input. What
happens when all the warning lights all come on at the same time an Mazda service centre can
not find the problem. What is this indicate? Hi Gerald. It sounds like the front passenger seat
belt warning light PASS lit up in red. If you have an object placed on the front passenger seat, it
may trigger the warning light. Hi Heather. The falling snow can interrupt the camera, laser and
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